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Abstract— The healthcare environment is generally 

perceived as being ‘information rich’ yet ‘knowledge poor’. 

There is a wealth of data available within the healthcare 

systems. However, there is a lack of effective analysis tools 

to discover hidden relationships and trends in data. 

Knowledge discovery and data mining have found numerous 

applications in business and scientific domain. Valuable 

knowledge can be discovered from application of data mining 

techniques in healthcare system. In this study, we briefly 

examine the potential use of classification based data mining 

techniques such as Rule based, Decision tree, Naïve Bayes 

and Artificial Neural Network to massive volume of 

healthcare data. The healthcare industry collects huge 

amounts of healthcare data which, unfortunately, are not 

“mined” to discover hidden information. For data pre-

processing and effective decision making One Dependency 

Augmented Naïve Bayes classifier (ODANB) and naive 

creedal classifier 2 (NCC2) are used. This is an extension of 

naïve Bayes to imprecise probabilities that aims at delivering 

robust classifications also when dealing with small or 

incomplete datasets. Discovery of hidden patterns and 

relationships often goes unexploited. Using medical profiles 

such as age, sex, blood pressure and blood sugar it can predict 

the likelihood of patients getting a heart disease. It enables 

significant knowledge, e.g. patterns, relationships between 

medical factors related to heart disease, to be established.    
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Knowledge discovery in databases is well-defined process 

consisting of several distinct steps. Data mining is the core 

step, which results in the discovery of hidden but useful 

knowledge from massive databases. A formal definition of 

Knowledge discovery in databases is given as follows: “Data 

mining is the nontrivial extraction of implicit previously 

unknown and potentially useful information about data”. 

Data mining technology provides a user-oriented approach to 

novel and hidden patterns in the data. The discovered 

knowledge can be used by the healthcare administrators to 

improve the quality of service. The discovered knowledge 

can also be used by the medical practitioners to reduce the 

number of adverse drug effect, to suggest less expensive 

therapeutically equivalent alternatives. Anticipating patient’s 

future behavior on the given history is one of the important 

applications of data mining techniques that can be used in 

health care management. 

A major challenge facing healthcare organizations 

(hospitals, medical centers) is the provision of quality 

services at affordable costs. Quality service implies 

diagnosing patients correctly and administering treatments 

that are effective. Poor clinical decisions can lead to 

disastrous consequences which are therefore unacceptable. 

Hospitals must also minimize the cost of clinical tests. They 

can achieve these results by employing appropriate computer-

based information and/or decision support systems. Health 

care data is massive. It includes patient centric data, resource 

management data and transformed data. Health care 

organizations must have ability to analyse data. Treatment 

records of millions of patients can be stored and computerized 

and data mining techniques may help in answering several 

important and critical questions related to health care. 

A. Knowledge Discovery in Medical Databases 

In recent years it has attracted great deal of interest in 

Information industry. Knowledge discovery process consists 

of an iterative sequence of data cleaning, data integration, 

data selection, data mining pattern recognition and 

knowledge presentation. In particulars, data mining may 

accomplish class description, association, classification, 

clustering, prediction and time series analysis. Data mining in 

contrast to traditional data analysis is discovery driven. 

B. Heart Disease 

The term Heart disease encompasses the diverse diseases that 

affect the heart. Heart disease kills one person every 

34seconds in the United States.  Coronary heart disease, 

Cardio myopathy and Cardiovascular disease are some 

categories of heart diseases. The term “cardio vascular 

disease” includes a wide range of conditions that affect the 

heart and the blood vessels and the manner in which blood is 

pumped and circulated through the body. Cardio   (CVD) 

results in severe illness, disability, and death. Narrowing of 

the coronary arteries results in the reduction of blood and 

oxygen supply to the heart and leads to the Coronary heart 

disease (CHD).A sudden blockage of a coronary artery, 

generally due to a blood clot results in a heart attack. Chest 

pains arise when the blood received by the heart muscles is 

inadequate and inductive logic programming. Many 

healthcare organizations struggle with the utilization of data 

collected through an organization online transaction 

processing (OLTP) system that is not integrated for decision 

making and pattern analysis. For successful healthcare 

organization it is important to empower the management and 

staff with data warehousing based on critical thinking and 

knowledge management tools for strategic decision making. 

Data warehousing can be supported by decision support tools 

such as data mart, OLAP and data mining tools. A data mart 

is a subset of data warehouse. It focuses on selected subjects. 

Online analytical processing (OLAP) solution provides a 

multi-dimensional view of the data found in relational 

databases. With stored data in two-dimensional format OLAP 

makes it possible to analyze potentially large amount of data 

with very fast response times and provides the ability for 

users to go through the data and drill down or roll up through 

various dimensions as defined by the data structure. 

II. DATA MINING TECHNIQUES IN HEALTH CARE 

There are various data mining techniques available with their 

suitability dependent on the domain application. Statistics 

provide a strong fundamental background for quantification 

and evaluation of results. However, scaled before they are 
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applied to data mining. We now describe a few Classification 

data mining techniques with illustrations of their applications 

to healthcare. 

A. Rule Set Classifiers 

Complex decision trees can be difficult to understand, for 

instance because information about one class is usually 

distributed throughout the tree. C4.5 introduced an alternative 

formalism consisting of a list of rules of the form “if A and B 

and C and ... then class X”, where rules for each class are 

grouped together. A case is classified by finding the first rule 

whose conditions are satisfied by the case; if no rule is 

satisfied, the case is assigned to a default class, IF conditions 

THEN conclusion This kind of rule consists of two parts. The 

rule antecedent (the IF part) contains one or more conditions 

about value of predictor attributes whereas the rule 

consequent (THEN part) contains a prediction about the value 

of a goal attribute. An accurate prediction of the value of a 

goal attribute will improve decision-making process. IF-

THEN prediction rules are very popular in data mining; they 

represent discovered knowledge at a high level of abstraction. 

In the health care system it can be applied as follows: 

(Symptoms) (Previous--- history) ---->(Cause—of--- disease) 

Example 1: If_then_rule induced in the diagnosis of 

level of alcohol in blood IF Sex = MALE AND Unit = 8.9 

AND Meal = FULLTHEN Diagnosis=Blood_ alcohol_ 

content_HIGH. 

B. Decision Tree algorithms 

Decision tree include CART (Classification and Regression 

Tree), ID3 (Iterative Dichotomized 3) and C4.5. These 

algorithms differ in selection of splits, when to stop a node 

from splitting, and assignment of class to a non-split node. 

CART uses Gini index to measure the impurity of a partition 

or set of training tuples. It can handle high dimensional 

categorical data. Decision Trees can also handle continuous 

data (as in regression) but they must be converted to 

categorical data. The decision tree shown in Figure 1 is built 

from the very small training set. We will refer to a row as a 

data instance. The data set contains three predictor attributes, 

namely Age, Gender, Intensity of symptoms  and one goal 

attribute, namely disease whose values (to be predicted from 

symptoms) indicates whether the corresponding patient have 

a certain disease or not. 

C. Bayesian Network Structure Discoveries 

A conditional probability is the likelihood of some 

conclusion, C, given some evidence/observation, E, where a 

dependence relationship exists between C and E. This 

probability is denoted as P(C | E) where 

P (C│E) = P(E│C) . P(C)P (E)---------- (1) 

Bayes’ theorem is the method of finding the 

converse probability of the conditional, 

P (E│C) = P(C│E) . P(E) = P(C,E)P(C) P(C)---------(2) 

This conditional relationship allows an investigator 

to gain probability information about either C or E with the 

known outcome of the other. Now consider a complex 

problem with n binary variables, where the relationships 

among the mare not clear for predicting a single class output 

variable. If all variables were related using a single joint 

distribution, the equivalent of all nodes being first level 

parents, the number of possible combinations of variables 

would be equal to (2n-1). This results in the need for a very 

large amount of data. If dependence relationships between 

these variables could be determined resulting in independent 

variables being removed, fewer nodes would be adjacent to 

the node of interest. This parent node removal leads to a 

significant reduction in the number of variable combinations, 

thereby reducing the amount of needed data. Furthermore, 

variables that are directly conditional, not to the node of 

interest but to the parents of the node of interest (as nodes 4 

and 5 are with respect to node 1 in Figure), can be related, 

which allows for a more robust system when dealing with 

missing data points. This property of requiring less 

information based on pre-existing understanding of the 

system’s variable dependencies is a major benefit of Bayesian 

Networks. Some further theoretical underpinnings of the 

Bayesian approach for classification have been addressed. A 

Bayesian Network (BN) is a relatively new tool that identifies 

probabilistic correlations in order to make predictions or 

assessments of class membership. 

 
Fig. 1: Basic Bayesian Network Structure and Terminology 

While the independence assumption may seem as 

implifying one and would therefore lead to less accurate 

classification, this has not been true in many applications. For 

instance, several datasets are classified in using the naïve 

Bayesian classifier, decision tree induction, instance based 

learning, and rule induction. These methods are compared 

showing the naïve classifier as the overall best method. To 

use a Bayesian Network as a classifier, first, one must assume 

that data correlation is equivalent to statistical dependence. 

1) Bayesian Network Type 

The kind of Bayesian Network (BN) retrieved by the 

algorithm is also called Augmented Naïve BN, characterized 

mainly by the points bellow 

 All attributes have certain influence on the class 

 The conditional dependency assumption is relaxed 

(certain attributes have been added a parent). 

2) Pre-Processing Techniques 

The following data pre-processing techniques applied to the 

data before running the ODANB algorithm. 

 Replace Missing Values: This filter will scan all (or 

Selected) nominal and numerical attributes and replace 

missing values with the modes and mean. 

 Discretization: This filter is designed to convert 

numerical attributes into nominal ones; however the 

unsupervised version does not take class information into 

account when grouping instances together. There is 

always a risk that distinctions between the different 

instances in relation to the class can be wiped out when 

using such a filter. 
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III. ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN 

 

A. Figures  

 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We studied the problem of constraining and summarizing 

different algorithms of data mining. We focused on using 

different algorithms for predicting combinations of several 

target attributes. In this paper, we have presented an 

intelligent and effective heart attack prediction methods using 

data mining. Firstly, we have provided an efficient approach 

for the extraction of significant patterns from the heart disease 

data warehouses for the efficient prediction of heart attack 

Based on the calculated significant weight age, the frequent 

patterns having value greater than a predefined threshold 

were chosen for the valuable prediction of heart attack. Five 

mining goals are defined based on business intelligence and 

data exploration. The goals are to be evaluated against the 

trained models. All these models could answer complex 

queries in predicting heart attack In our future work, this can 

further enhanced and expanded. For predicting heart attack 

significantly 15attributes are listed. Besides the 15 listed in 

medical literature we can also incorporate other data mining 

techniques, e.g., Time Series, Clustering and Association 

Rules. Continuous data can also be used instead of just 

categorical data. We can also use Text Mining to mine the 

vast amount of unstructured data available in healthcare 

databases. 

This system classifies the given data into different 

categories and also predicts the risk of the heart disease if 

unknown sample is given as an input. The system can be 

served as training tool for medical students. Also, it will be 

helping hand for doctors. As we have developed generalized 

system, in future we can use this system for analysis of 

different datasets by only changing the name of dataset file 

which is given for training module. 

This software project development work was 

educating to us. Lot of things we have learned during this 

period. Coordination, correlation is most important while 

designing database, tables, menu designs etc. At some stages 

we found bottle necks when our team leader, Project Guide 

and at last the World Wide Web was at our service. 
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